METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING ADVERTISING INVENTORY INFORMATION IN RESPONSE TO DEMOGRAPHIC INQUIRIES

The present invention relates to a method and system for providing advertising inventory information. More specifically, the present invention relates to a method and system for providing advertising inventory information in response to demographic inquiries. In an exemplary embodiment, a server responds to a demographic query. Based on the query, the server queries an advertising inventory database and a contract database to retrieve relevant information. Using the relevant information, the total inventory and the total sold inventory are obtained. Using the now obtained total inventory and the total sold inventory information, the server then provides an estimation of the total available inventory matching the query.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Use of the Internet by the general public is certainly gaining popularity. More and more people are getting access to the Internet and the vast amount of information that it provides. Due to the rapid increase in the number of Internet users, advertising on the Internet has consequently become an important priority for many advertisers.

As a result, for web portals and ISPs, a significant amount of revenue can be generated from displaying advertisers’ ad banners on displayed websites or web pages. For example, for a preeminent portal such as Yahoo! which is visited daily by millions of users, considerable revenue can be made by displaying an advertiser’s ads on its websites or web pages.

Generally, the advertisers pay a fee for each ad viewed by web users. Contracts to show ads are normally signed several weeks/months before the ads get delivered. The duration of contracts ranges from one day to multiple years. Typically, there are several types of contracts, including regular contracts, exclusive contracts and infinite contracts. For regular contracts, the advertisers purchase a designated number of ad views on a chosen space (web page). For exclusive contracts, they purchase all the ad views on a chosen space. For infinite
contracts, they purchase all the leftover ad views on a chosen space after other regular contracts related to that space have been fulfilled.

Like advertising conducted through more traditional medium, such as TV or printed publications, advertising on the Internet is similarly subject to physical limitation. For obvious reasons, it is a natural and often most selected choice for advertisers to request ad views on the more popular web pages. However, since there is a finite amount of physical space on a web page, demand for ad space or ad views on popular web pages often exceeds supply. Thus, information on the level of available inventory is needed so advertisers can be advised appropriately to avoid overbooking of web pages.

In addition, while new contracts for ad views go into effect everyday, old contracts expire at the same time. The volume of newly subscribed ad views does not necessarily match that of expiring ad views. Hence, the level of available inventory varies depending on the pending and expiring contracts. In that regard, ascertaining the level of available inventory is also important. For example, ideally, the level of available inventory should be kept as low as possible so as to maximize advertising revenue. Therefore, it would be desirable to provide a method and system which is capable of ascertaining the level of available inventory on a system-wide basis.

Moreover, the placement of ads is often, to a large extent, affected by demographics. Consequently, contracts to show ads often specify the target demographic group. Thus, before a contract is executed, it would be helpful to know the quantity of available inventory for the specified target demographic group. Therefore, it would be desirable to provide a method and system which is capable of providing advertising inventory information in response to demographic inquiries.
Furthermore, representing all the information in an advertising inventory database is a non-trivial task. This is due to the need to order the large number of combinations of demographic values over time. It is empirically determined that approximately $10^{35}$ combinations of demographic attributes need to be represented. This high number of combinations is infeasible to implement in a database. Therefore, it would also be desirable to provide a method and system which is capable of effectively storing inventory information in a database.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

The present invention relates to a method and system for providing advertising inventory information. More specifically, the present invention relates to a method and system for providing advertising inventory information in response to demographic inquiries.

In an exemplary embodiment, a server responds to a demographic query. Based on the query, the server queries an advertising inventory database and a contract database to retrieve relevant information. Using the relevant information, the total inventory and the total sold inventory are obtained. Using the now obtained total inventory and the total sold inventory information, the server then provides an estimation of the total available inventory matching the query.

Accordingly, in one embodiment, a computerized system for providing inventory information in response to a query having demographic criteria is provided, the system comprising: a module configured to determine total query inventory which satisfies the demographic criteria of the query; a module configured to determine total contract inventory which satisfies criteria of a contract; a module configured to determine intersection between the total query inventory and the total contract inventory; a module configured to determine contract delivery target pursuant to the contract; a module configured to determine total sold inventory using the intersection and the contract delivery target; and a module configured to determine total available inventory using the total query
inventory and the total sold inventory. Optionally, all the modules are implemented using computer software.

Accordingly, in another embodiment, a method for providing inventory information in response to a query having demographic criteria is provided, the method comprising: determining total query inventory which satisfies the demographic criteria of the query; determining total contract inventory which satisfies criteria of a contract; determining intersection between the total query inventory and the total contract inventory; determining contract delivery target pursuant to the contract; determining total sold inventory using the intersection, the contract delivery target and the total contract inventory; and determining total available inventory using the total query inventory and the total sold inventory.

Reference to the remaining portions of the specification, including the drawings and claims, will realize other features and advantages of the present invention. Further features and advantages of the present invention, as well as the structure and operation of various embodiments of the present invention, are described in detail below with respect to accompanying drawings, like reference numbers indicate identical or functionally similar elements.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Fig. 1 is a simplified schematic diagram showing an exemplary computer system which can be used to practice the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of the process used to calculate the total available inventory which corresponds to a query in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating another embodiment of the process used to calculate the total available inventory which corresponds to a query in accordance with the present invention; and
Fig. 4 is a simplified schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of an advertising inventory database in accordance with the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

Various embodiments of the present invention will now be described. Fig. 1 is a simplified schematic diagram showing an exemplary computer system 10 which can be used to practice the present invention. The computer system 10 includes an inventory management server 12, a demographic server 14, an advertising inventory database 16, a contract database 18 and a client computer 20.

The inventory management server 12 manages the advertising inventory which resides on the advertising inventory database 16. The inventory management server 12 also interacts with the demographic server 14 and the client computer 18. The demographic server 14 provides inventory availability information in response to demographic inquiries.

Salespeople who are interested in obtaining information on specific ads, such as availability of ads for a targeted demographic group, enter their requests via the client computer 20. The client computer 20 relays the requests to the inventory management server 12. The inventory management server 12, in turn, formats or translates the requests into queries and then forwards such queries to the demographic server 14 for processing. The demographic server 14 then queries the advertising inventory database 16 and the contract database 18 to obtain the requisite inventory and contract information so as to allow it to calculate the desired inventory availability information.

In an exemplary embodiment in accordance with the present invention, the demographic server 14 responds to demographic queries. A demographic query is a request for availability of advertising inventory having
selected demographics. The query includes a date range and a set of demographic attributes or criteria. Based on the query, the demographic server 14 queries the advertising inventory database 16 and retrieves relevant information which corresponds to the query including, for example, the total inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the query.

The demographic server 14 also queries the contract database 18 to retrieve the requisite contract or sales information. The contract information is needed to so as to allow the demographic server 14 to calculate the total sold inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the query.

Using the total inventory and the total sold inventory information, the demographic server 14 then provides an estimation of the total available inventory matching the query. The total available inventory is not represented explicitly in the advertising inventory database 16 because the size of the data is too large to be represented explicitly over time. Based on heuristic calculations, there are too many possible permutations and aggregations of the demographic attributes (more than $10^{35}$).

In a preferred embodiment, the demographic server 14 is an independent UNIX operating system which responds to structured, encoded requests for demographic inventory counts on a socket in serial.

In an exemplary embodiment, given a query with a date range and respective values for the demographic attributes, the demographic server 14 estimates the total available inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the query as follows.

Fig. 2 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of the process used by the demographic server 14 to calculate the total available inventory which corresponds to a query. First, at 200, the total inventory which
fits the criteria specified in the query is obtained. The demographic server 14 obtains the total inventory information from the advertising inventory database 16. Depending on the design and/or constraints of the advertising inventory database 16, many commonly known techniques and methods can be used to obtain or calculate the total inventory. A person of ordinary skill in the art should be familiar with these techniques and methods.

At 210, once the total inventory which corresponds to the query is obtained, all the ad contracts are examined to determine how much of the total inventory has been sold pursuant to the contracts. The examination of the contracts is conducted in an unordered manner, i.e., the contracts are not pre-arranged in any specific order for examination. The demographic server 14 performs this determination by obtaining the relevant contract information from the contract database 18. The process of determining the total sold inventory will be described in further details below.

At 220, the total sold inventory is then subtracted from the total inventory to obtain the total available inventory.

Fig. 3 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating another embodiment of the process used by the demographic server 14 to calculate the total available inventory which corresponds to a query. Fig. 3 illustrates the exemplary process shown in Fig. 2 in further details.

Referring to Fig. 3, at 300, information is extracted from a query to determine the date range. As will be explained below, calculations are performed for each day within the specified date range to provide daily total available inventory information.

At 310, once the date range is determined, for each day within the date range, the amount of daily total inventory which satisfies the criteria specified
in the query is obtained. For purposes herein, the daily total inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the query is referred to as the daily total query inventory.

Each contract is examined to determine whether it has an impact on the total inventory which corresponds to the query. That is, each contract is examined to determine how much of the total inventory which corresponds to the query has been sold pursuant to that contract.

More specifically, for each day of the contract that falls within the specified date range, the following calculations are performed. First, at 320, the amount of daily total inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the contract is determined. For purposes herein, the daily total inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the contract is referred to as the daily total contract inventory.

Next, at 330, the intersection between the daily total contract inventory and the daily total query inventory is computed. For purposes herein, this intersection is referred to as the contract/query intersection. The contract/query intersection represents how much of the daily total contract inventory and the daily total query inventory overlap.

Then, at 340, the daily contract delivery target for that day is calculated. Generally, the daily contract delivery target is calculated by dividing the total contract delivery target by the contract duration (measured in days). It should be noted that the daily contract delivery target may be obtained in some other manner. For example, the daily contract delivery target may be explicitly specified in the contract.

At this point, the following three quantities are known: the daily contract delivery target, the contract/query intersection, and the amount of daily total contract inventory. At 350, the amount of daily total sold inventory which
satisfies the criteria specified in the contract is calculated by multiplying the daily contract delivery target and the contract/query intersection together and then dividing the product by the amount of daily total contract inventory.

At 360, the amount of daily total sold inventory is then subtracted from the amount of daily total query inventory to arrive at the amount of daily total available inventory.

The amount of daily total sold inventory for each day of the contract is determined and the amount of daily total available inventory for each day of the date range specified in the query is accordingly calculated. The foregoing calculations are repeated for each day of the contract. As a result, for each contract, the daily impact of the contract on each day’s daily total query inventory is determined. In other words, how much of the daily total query inventory has been sold pursuant to that contract is determined. The respective amounts of daily total available inventory for all the days within the date range specified in the query and other quantities are accumulated.

The foregoing process is repeated for each contract. After all the contracts have been examined, the respective amounts of daily total available inventory for all the days within the specified date range can be added up to obtain the total available inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the query. As a result, the collective impact of all the contracts on the total inventory which satisfies the criteria specified in the query can be determined. The foregoing process is illustrated using the pseudo code shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For each day of query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_avail[day] = db(query’s demographics);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each contract n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9
For each day of contract n

\[
\text{Avail[day]} = \frac{\text{db(contract n \&\& query)}}{\text{db(contract n)}} \times \frac{\text{contract n delivery target}}{\text{contract n duration}}
\]

\[
\text{TotalAvail} = \sum(\text{Avail[each day]})
\]

The foregoing process gives a reliable, distributed estimation, which closely models the effective ad delivery behavior. It should be noted that the foregoing process does not rely on ordering of the contracts, which is required for doing absolute inventory optimization (inventory shifting). Therefore, by using the foregoing process the computational complexity is reduced from \(O(n^2)\) to \(O(n)\) where \(n\) is the number of contracts.

The following is an illustrative example illustrating how the demographic server 14 determines the amount of total available inventory for a query. Assume a query containing the following information: [1/1-6/30, male Seattle @ finance], i.e., the query contains a date range of January 1 to December 31 and a set of demographic attributes including males, Seattle and finance. In other words, the demographic server 14 is asked to determine how much advertising inventory is available on the finance property from January 1 to June 30 which is targeted toward males living in Seattle. In this context, the “finance property” represents an entity in which ads are available for sale. For example, the “finance property” may be a series of web pages which are related to various topics in finance.

Calculations are performed for each day of the specified date range. However, for illustrative purposes, it is sufficient to perform calculations only for one day in this particular example. Based on the disclosure and teachings provided herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art should be able to implement the process in accordance with the present invention.
First, the demographic server 14 queries the advertising inventory database 16 to retrieve information on the daily total inventory which satisfies the query on January 1. Assume, for example, that the daily total query inventory on January 1 in this case is 100M.

The demographic server 14 then queries the contract database 18 in order to examine all the contracts. The examination of these contracts is conducted in an unordered manner, i.e., the contracts do not have to be pre-arranged in any specified order. Each of the contracts is examined on an individual basis. Assume, for example, a contract having the following information: [1/1-1/31, sports @ finance, 31M], i.e., the contract is taken out for 31M ads on the finance property with a target audience of people interested in sports and the ads are scheduled to be delivered over a 31-day period. Since this contract has a duration within the specified date range of the query, this contract will be evaluated. Otherwise, for example, if this contract had a duration from July 1 to July 31, then it would have been passed over as having no effect on the total inventory which satisfies the query.

Having obtained the relevant information from the contract, the demographic server 14 then queries the advertising inventory database 16 to determine the daily total inventory on January 1 which satisfies the criteria specified by the contract. Assume, in this case, that the daily total contract inventory on January 1 for ads on the finance property which are targeted toward people interested in sports is 50M.

Next, the contract/query intersection is calculated. As noted above, the contract/query intersection is the intersection between the daily total contract inventory and the daily total query inventory. Using the example given above, the contract/query intersection represents the total inventory on January 1 for ads on the finance property which are targeted toward males living in Seattle who are also interested in sports. Assume, in this case, the contract/query intersection is 10M.
The daily contract delivery target is then calculated. The daily contract delivery target is the total contract delivery target divided by the contract duration (measured in days) which, in this case, is 31M/31days = 1M/day.

The daily total sold inventory on January 1 which satisfies the criteria specified by the query is then calculated. More specifically, the daily total sold inventory is calculated by multiplying the daily contract delivery target and the ratio between the contract/query intersection and the daily total contract inventory. In this example, the daily total sold inventory is then: 1M x 10M/50M = 0.2M.

Once the daily total sold inventory is calculated, the daily total available inventory for that day is then determined by subtracting the daily total sold inventory from the daily total query inventory. In this example, the daily total available inventory on January 1 is then: 100M - 0.2M = 99.8M.

As noted above, although not shown here, it is understood that the daily total available inventory is calculated and accumulated for each day of the contract which falls into the specified date range of the query. The foregoing calculations are also performed for each contract, if necessary. Since it is unlikely that all contracts will affect the total available inventory which satisfies the criteria specified by the query, some contracts will be eliminated in calculating the total available inventory.

For example, using the same query as given above, a contract having the following information: [1/1-1/31, female @ finance, 31M] will have no effect on the total available inventory which corresponds to the query. This is because the attributes “male” and “female” are mutually exclusive. Therefore, the contract/query intersection is null or zero, which means that the total sold inventory which is attributed to the contract is also null or zero.
The present invention as described herein can be implemented using both hardware and/or software, or a combination thereof. The present invention can be implemented in a modular or integral manner. Furthermore, the present invention can be implemented using computer language such as C, C++, etc. In addition, while it is shown that an embodiment of the present invention is implemented on a single server, it is to be understood that the present invention can also be implemented using one or more servers. A person of ordinary skill in the art will know of other ways, methods and techniques to implement the present invention.

As mentioned above, the advertising inventory database 16 contains inventory information. The inventory information is stored and organized based on demographic attributes. Information which is to be stored into the advertising inventory database 16 typically comes from another source such as an adlog file. Information from the adlog file is processed before it is stored onto the advertising inventory database 16. The adlog file is a record of all the ads shown to users and is typically organized in a line-by-line manner. Each adlog entry includes demographic and other inventory information concerning a particular ad. As will be explained further below, the demographic information from each line of the adlog file is used to form an index to the advertising inventory database 16.

In an exemplary embodiment, the advertising inventory database 16 is organized in the following manner. Information is stored in separate buckets. These buckets are indexed by an index table. Demographic information from each adlog entry is used by a hash function to generate a bucket index. A bucket index represents a position in the index table where pointer information can be found to locate an indexed bucket. The information from the adlog entry is then stored as an individual entry in the bucket indexed by that bucket index.
Fig. 4 is a simplified schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of the advertising inventory database 16 in accordance with the present invention. Referring to Fig. 4, demographic information from an adlog entry includes the following: [male, Seattle, sports]. Each of these represents a value of a demographic attribute. In this example, the three demographic attributes are gender, location and interest. Each value of the demographic attribute has a numerical counterpart. For example, the gender attribute can have three possible values, “male,” “female” and “any” which correspond to “1,” “2” and “3” respectively.

Using the numerical values of the demographic attributes, a hash function is then used to generate a bucket index. In this case, the bucket index is “408.” The bucket index is then stored in the index table. The bucket indexed by the bucket index “408” is then retrieved and information from the adlog entry is then stored as an individual entry in bucket “408.” Since the hash function may generate the same bucket index for various combinations of demographic attributes, each bucket is likely to have more than one entry and all entries in the same bucket therefore have the same bucket index.

Hence, in order to retrieve an entry from the advertising inventory database 16, the demographic information is used to generate the bucket index. The bucket index is then used to look up the location of the pointer information within the index table. Once the pointer information is located, the desired bucket can be found. When the desired bucket is found, the entries contained therein are examined to locate the desired entry having the correct demographic information.

Based on the disclosure and teachings provided herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art will know of ways, methods and techniques to implement an advertising inventory database in accordance with the present invention.
It is understood that the examples and embodiments described herein
are for illustrative purposes only and that various modifications or changes in light
thereof will be suggested to persons skilled in the art and are to be included within
the spirit and purview of this application and scope of the appended claims. All
publications, patents, and patent applications cited herein are hereby incorporated
by reference for all purposes in their entirety.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for providing inventory information in response to a query having demographic criteria, comprising:
   determining total query inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria of said query;
   determining total contract inventory which satisfies criteria of a contract;
   determining intersection between said total query inventory and said total contract inventory;
   determining contract delivery target pursuant to said contract;
   determining total sold inventory using said intersection, said contract delivery target and said total contract inventory; and
   determining total available inventory using said total query inventory and said total sold inventory.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said determining contract delivery target pursuant to said contract further comprises:
   dividing total quantity to be delivered pursuant to said contract by contract duration to determine said contract delivery target.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said determining total sold inventory using said intersection, said contract delivery target and said total contract inventory further comprises:
   multiplying said contract delivery target with said intersection and then dividing product thereof by said total contract inventory to determine said total sold inventory.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said determining total available inventory using said total query inventory and said total sold inventory further comprises:
   subtracting said total sold inventory from said total query inventory to determine said total available inventory.
5. The method of claim 1 wherein the method is implemented using computer software.

6. A method for providing inventory information in response to a query having a date range and demographic criteria, comprising:
   obtaining a daily total query inventory for each day within said date range, said daily total query inventory represents daily inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria of said query;
   obtaining a daily total contract inventory for each day of a period specified by a contract which falls within said date range, said daily total contract inventory represents daily inventory which satisfies criteria of said contract;
   determining intersection between said daily total query inventory and said daily total contract inventory;
   determining a daily contract delivery target pursuant to said contract;
   determining a daily total sold inventory using said intersection, said daily contract delivery target and said daily total contract inventory; and
   determining a daily total available inventory using said daily total sold inventory and said daily total query inventory.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein said determining a daily contract delivery target pursuant to said contract further comprises:
   dividing total quantity to be delivered pursuant to said contract by said period specified by said contract to determine said daily contract delivery target.

8. The method of claim 6 wherein said determining a daily total sold inventory using said intersection, said daily contract delivery target and said daily total contract inventory further comprises:
   multiplying said daily contract delivery target with said intersection and then dividing product thereof by said daily total contract inventory to determine said daily total sold inventory.
9. The method of claim 6 wherein said determining a daily total available inventory using said daily total query inventory and said daily total sold inventory further comprises:

   subtracting said daily total sold inventory from said daily total query inventory to determine said daily total available inventory.

10. The method of claim 5 wherein the method is implemented using computer software.

11. A method for providing inventory information, comprising:

   receiving a query having a date range and demographic criteria;

   determining a daily total query inventory for each day within said date range, said daily total query inventory represents daily inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria;

   examining one or more contracts, each contract having a contract period, demographic criteria and total delivery target;

   for each contract:

   determining a daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range, said daily total contract inventory represents daily inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria of said contract;

   determining a daily intersection between said daily total query inventory and said daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range;

   determining a daily contract delivery target for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range;

   determining a daily total sold inventory using said daily intersection, said daily contract delivery target and said daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range;

   determining a daily total available inventory using said daily total sold inventory and said daily total query inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range; and
tabulating all daily total available inventory from all examined contracts from all days within said date range.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein said examining one or more contracts is conducted in an unordered manner.

13. The method of claim 11 wherein said determining a daily contract delivery target for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range further comprises:

\[
\text{dividing said total delivery target by said contract period.}
\]

14. The method of claim 11 wherein said determining a daily total sold inventory using said daily intersection, said daily contract delivery target and said daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range further comprises:

\[
\text{multiplying said daily contract delivery target with said daily intersection and then dividing product thereof by said daily total contract inventory.}
\]

15. The method of claim 11 wherein said determining a daily total available inventory using said daily total sold inventory and said daily total query inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range further comprises:

\[
\text{subtracting said daily total sold inventory from said daily total query inventory.}
\]

16. The method of claim 11 wherein the method is implemented using computer software.

17. A computerized system for providing inventory information in response to a query having demographic criteria, comprising:

\[
\text{module configured to determine total query inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria of said query;}
\]

\[
\text{module configured to determine total contract inventory which satisfies criteria of a contract;}
\]
module configured to determine intersection between said total query inventory and said total contract inventory;
module configured to determine contract delivery target pursuant to said contract;
module configured to determine total sold inventory using said intersection and said contract delivery target; and
module configured to determine total available inventory using said total query inventory and said total sold inventory.

18. The computerized system of claim 17 wherein said modules reside on a server.

19. The computerized system of claim 17 wherein said modules are implemented using computer software.

20. A system for providing inventory information in response to a query having a date range and demographic criteria, comprising:
logic configured to calculate a daily total query inventory for each day within said date range, said daily total query inventory represents daily inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria of said query;
logic configured to calculate a daily total contract inventory for each day of a period specified by a contract which falls within said date range, said daily total contract inventory represents daily inventory which satisfies criteria of said contract;
logic configured to determine intersection between said daily total query inventory and said daily total contract inventory;
logic configured to determine a daily contract delivery target pursuant to said contract;
logic configured to determine a daily total sold inventory using said intersection, said daily contract delivery target and said daily total contract inventory; and
logic configured to determine a daily total available inventory using said daily total sold inventory and said daily total query inventory.
21. The system of claim 20 wherein said logic configured to
determine a daily contract delivery target pursuant to said contract further comprises:
logic configured to divide total quantity to be delivered pursuant to said
contract by said period specified by said contract to determine said daily contract
delivery target.

22. The system of claim 20 wherein said logic configured to
determine a daily total sold inventory using said intersection, said daily contract
delivery target and said daily total contract inventory further comprises:
logic configured to multiply said daily contract delivery target with said
intersection and then divide product thereof by said daily total contract inventory to
determine said daily total sold inventory.

23. The system of claim 20 wherein said logic configured to
determine a daily total available inventory using said daily total query inventory and
said daily total sold inventory further comprises:
logic configured to subtract said daily total sold inventory from said
daily total query inventory to determine said daily total available inventory.

24. A computerized system for providing inventory information,
comprising:
an inventory database;
a contract database; and
a server including:
logic configured to receive a query having a date range and
demographic criteria;
logic configured to retrieve information from said inventory
database and use said retrieved information to determine a daily total query inventory
for each day within said date range, said daily total query inventory represents daily
inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria;
logic configured to retrieve one or more contracts from said contract database, each contract having a contract period, demographic criteria and total delivery target;

logic configured to examine said one or more contracts and, for each contract, said logic is further configured to perform:

using information retrieved from said inventory database to determine a daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range, said daily total contract inventory represents daily inventory which satisfies said demographic criteria of said contract;

determining a daily intersection between said daily total query inventory and said daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range;

using information retrieved from said contract database to determine a daily contract delivery target for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range;

determining a daily total sold inventory using said daily intersection, said daily contract delivery target and said daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range;

determining a daily total available inventory using said daily total sold inventory and said daily total query inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range; and

logic configured to tabulate all daily total available inventory from all examined contracts from all days within said date range.

25. The computerized of claim 24 wherein said logic configured to examine one or more contracts is configured to examine said one or more contracts in an unordered manner.

26. The computerized system of claim 24 wherein said determining a daily contract delivery target for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range further comprises:

dividing said total delivery target by said contract period.
27. The computerized system of claim 24 wherein said determining a
daily total sold inventory using said daily intersection, said daily contract delivery
target and said daily total contract inventory for each day of said contract period
which falls within said date range further comprises:
   multiplying said daily contract delivery target with said daily
intersection and then dividing product thereof by said daily total contract inventory.

28. The computerized system of claim 24 wherein said determining a
daily total available inventory using said daily total sold inventory and said daily total
query inventory for each day of said contract period which falls within said date range
further comprises:
   subtracting said daily total sold inventory from said daily total query
inventory.

29. The computerized system of claim 24 wherein said inventory
database further comprises:
   a plurality of buckets; and
   an index table having a plurality of entries, each entry including index
information which is used to locate a corresponding bucket;
   wherein said plurality of entries is organized based on demographic
information.

30. The computerized system of claim 29 wherein a hash function is
used to process said demographic information to organize said plurality of entries.

31. The computerized system of claim 29 wherein each of said
plurality of buckets includes a plurality of records, each record including said
demographic information and other inventory information.
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